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ABSTRACT: Energy from the ground that has limited supplies, either in the form of gas, liquid or solid, are called non 

renewable resources. They cannot be replenished, or made again, in a short period of time. Examples include: oil 

(petroleum), natural gas, coal and uranium (nuclear). Oil, natural gas and coal are called “fossil fuels” because they 

have been formed from the organic remains of prehistoric plants and animals . In  present  scenario  the hole world is 

tollay dependable on these types of energy. But the problem is that these types of  energy sources continuously 

decreasing .Therefore a huge shortage in energy bank. Thats why we have to find some new energy source which is 

renewable source of energy and also environment friendly. Fuel cell is a source of energy. Where we use hydrogen and 

oxygen as a  fuel. Basically the pressure of hydrogen is constant,  only flow of oxygen pressure is varied.  Our aim is 

that what will happen if we varies oxygen pressure and the corresponding   change on load voltage . here we also 

design filter for better output. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Research and development of fuel cell system for various applications has been increased in past few years. 

PEMFC(Proton Exchange membrane Fuel cell) system is the most promising and accepting system in fuel cell 

technology. PEM fuel cells are environment friendly since they use Hydrogen as fuel. Hydrogen can be obtained from 

Hydro carbons, biomass, Necular energy or from cleaner sources such as water electrolysis.PEM fuel cells consists of a 

solid polymer electrolyte and operates low temperature (50
0
-100

0
C).They do not pollute the environment which is due 

to only by product is water. When Hydrogen passes through anode and Oxygen passes through Cathode PEM fuel cell 

produces electrochemical power. Between the anode and cathode there have a a electrolyte which exchanges of 

electrical charge .Due to flow of charge through electrolyte and electrical current flows. If we connect an external 

electrical circuit then current will flow. A single cell produce approximately 1.23V under normal operation conditation. 

For higher requirement of power several cells should be connected in series forming a stack.Ideal output voltage 

ENernst . ENernst  is the electrochemical thermodynamic potential of the cell and it represents its reversible voltage , 

which is an ideal output voltage. E Nernst can be calculated by a modified version of the equation of Nernst, with an 

extra term to take into account changes in the temperature with respect to the standard reference temperature 25
o
C. 

Using the standard pressure and temperature (SPT)values, we can get a simplified equation as: 

E = E0 – 0,85.10-3 (T – 298,15) + 
𝑅𝑇

2𝐹
 𝐼𝑁  

𝑃𝐻2  𝑃𝑂20.5

𝑃𝐻2𝑂  𝑃0.5
     V        

 

When we get the water production in the form of steam, 1.229 should be replaced by 1.18. Usually, the fuel stack will 

be controlled by changing the oxygen pressure , so we can assume that hydrogen pressure is constant. When we 

compare the two parameters T and PO2 we can find -0.85×10-3T changes “faster” than 4.31×10-5Tln(PO2), because 

with the parameter x the function f(x)=ln(x) is always smaller than f(x)=x. So, T will mainly determine the ENernst 

value. By the help of MATLAB, we can get the result . 
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II. FUEL CELL 

A fuel cell is a device that uses hydrogen as a fuel to produce electrons, protons, heat and water. Fuel cell technology is 

based upon the simple combustion reaction given 

 

2H2 + O2 = 2H2O.............................................................................. (1) 

 

The electrons can be harnessed to provide electricity in a consumable form through a simple circuit with a load. 

Problems arise when simple fuel cells are constructed Simple fuel cells have a very small area of contact between the 

electrolyte, the electrode, and the gas fuel. Simple fuel cells also have high resistance through the electrolyte as a result 

of the distance between the electrodes. Therefore, as a result of these problems, fuel cells have been designed to avoid 

them. A design solution includes manufacturing a flat plate for the electrodes with an electrolyte of very small thickness 

between the two electrodes. A very porous electrode with a spherical microstructure is optimal so that penetration by 

the electrolyte and gas can occur. This design gives the maximum area of contact between the electrodes, electrolyte 

and gas thus increasing the efficiency and current of the fuel cell. 

 

Figure 1. Basic Fuel cell component 

III. FUEL CELL WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The fundamental structure of a PEM fuel cell can be described as two electrodes (anode, cathode) separated by solid 

membrane acting as an electrolyte. Hydrogen fuel flows through a network of channels to the anode, where it decouples 

into protons that in turn flow through the membrane to the cathode and electrons that are collected as electrical current 

by an external circuit join the two electrodes. The oxygen flows through a channel to the cathode where the oxygen 

combines with the electrons in the external circuit and the proton flowing through the membrane, which producing 

water. The chemical reaction occurs the anode and cathode of PEM fuel cell are as follows, 

 

Fuel cell technology is base on a simple combustion-like chemical reaction as shown : 

2H2 + O2 == 2H2O + electricity + heat  

The whole electrochemical process can be divided into two parts as below: 

Anode: H2 - 2e == 2H+  

Cathode: O2 + 4H+ == 2 H2O  

Based on this structure, the protons can pass the membrane but not the electronics. If a load is connected to the 

electrodes with wires, when the reaction has been started, the electrons produced by the anode reaction (1.2) will 

generate electric-current. The oxygen is consumed with the protons and electrons and the product, liquid water, is 

produced with residual heat on the surface of the catalytic layer.  
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Figure 2. Basic reaction process 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PEM FUEL CELL 

ENernst is the electrochemical thermodynamic potential of the cell and it represents its reversible voltage , which is an 

ideal output voltage. ENernst can be calculated by a modified version of the equation of Nernst, with an extra term to 

take into account changes in the temperature with respect to the standard reference temperature 25
O
 C. Using the 

standard pressure and temperature (SPT) values, we can get a simplified equation. When we get the water production in 

the form of steam, 1.229 should be replaced by 1.18. Usually, the fuel stack will be controlled by changing the oxygen 

pressure PO2  , so we can assume that hydrogen pressure is constant. When we compare the two parameters T and PO2 

we can find -0.85×10-3T changes “faster” than 4.31×10-5Tln(PO2), because with the parameter x the function 

f(x)=ln(x) is always smaller than f(x)=x. So, T will mainly determine the ENernst value. The Nerst equation gives the 

open circuit cell potential (E) as a function of cell temperature (T) and the reactant partial pressures ; 

E = E0 – 0,85.10-3 (T – 298,15) + 
𝑅𝑇

2𝐹
 𝐼𝑁  

𝑃𝐻2  𝑃𝑂20.5

𝑃𝐻2𝑂  𝑃0.5
     V        

E0 represents the reference potential at unity activity, R is the universal gas constant and P is the total pressure inside 

the stack. 

 

Figure 3. Nernst model of fuel cell 
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The different voltage waveform of fuel cell at different oxygen pressure .Hydrogen pressure is constant,that is 2atm 

 

Figure 4. Cell output voltage (At oxygen pressure 5atm, hydrogen pressure 2atm, temperature 340K) 

 

Figure 5. Cell output voltage (At oxygen pressure 8atm, hydrogen pressure and temperature constant) 

 

 

Figure 6. Cell output voltage (At oxygen pressure 10atm, hydrogen pressure and temperature constant) 

 

Figure 7. Cell output voltage (At oxygen pressure 12atm, hydrogen pressure and temperature constant) 

 

By comparing all the waveforms at different oxygen pressure (hydrogen pressure and temperature are constant) we can 

see the voltage output of the fuel cell has varying approximately 1 to 1.5 volt by increasing oxygen pressure 2atm. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY OF INVERTER TRIGGERING 

Inverters that take DC and produce a constant amplitude sinusoidal output have been studied and designed for many 

years. Initially, most inverter technology used silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) devices and a transformer coupling to 

approximate a sine wave via line commutation. As power transistors became More feasible, most low to medium power 

inverter systems replaced the SCR with the MOSFET or the IGBT. These new transistors lead the way for force-

commutated inverters that can be classified in terms of their output waveform. A summary of the basic types of line-

commutated inverters. Significant research and development in the area of pulse width modulation (PWM) has been 

done in attempt to reduce the passive filter size and create a better sinusoidal output, thus reducing harmonics. 
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Here we take the inverter input dc voltage from fuel cell output. Voltage regulator is taken for comparing and 

controlling the inverter triggering pulse with the given reference voltage. The input of the voltage regulator is taken 

from the output of the inverter (Vabc line voltage). After that a reference signal which is passes through a discrete PWM 

generator and get the pulses for inverter triggering. That is inverter triggering is controlled by the line voltage. 
 

 
Figure 8. Dc-Ac inverter control 

 

Figure 9. Voltage regulator 

VI. FUEL CELL CONNECTED THROUGH FILTER, LOAD 

 

Fig . 10  
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VII. OVERALL MODEL 

 

Fig . 11 

VIII. SIMULATION GRAPH 

 

Fig 12 modulation index , Inverter output voltage , load voltage at oxygen pressure  at 5 ATM with connected 

load. 
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       Fig 13. modulation index , Inverter output voltage , load voltage at oxygen pressure  at 10 ATM with 

connected load. 

     

 

Fig 14. modulation index , Inverter output voltage , load voltage at oxygen pressure at 12 ATM with connected 

load. 
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IX.GRAPH OF ACTIVE ACTIVE POWER IN DIFFERENT OXYGEN PRESSURE 

       

 

Fig 15. At 5atm 

 

Fig 16. At 10 atm 

  

 

Fig 17. At 12 atm 
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X. SIMULATION PARAMETER 

NO OF CELL SERIES 200 

E0 REPRESENTS THE REFERENCE 

POTENTIAL AT UNITY ACTIVITY, 

1.229 

REFERENCE TEMPARATURE 298K 

INDUCTANCE OF FILTER 2 mh 

CAPACITIVE REACTIVE POWER 3 KVAR
 

PROPORTIONAL GAIN .4 

Vrms OF LOAD 242 V 

ACTIVE POWER 5KW 

MAXIMUM TEMPARATURE 360 K 

CAPACITIVE REACTIVE POWER OF LOAD 0W 

        

XI.   CONCLUSION 

Here we made a simple fuel cell block by using MATLAB  . More members of cell can be connected to get higher 

voltage. Mainly we are using   inverter which  is mainly used for DC TO AC and as per inverter gate triggering the 

output voltage will be varied. There have a feedback control for sense the inverter output voltage which is the input of 

voltage regulator and the voltage regulator makes the corresponding pulse. This is mainly a PWM pulse generator. 

From the above simulation we can see by changing oxygen pressure the output voltage of the cell is changing.  we can 

see the voltage output of the fuel cell has varying approximately 1 to 1.5 volt by increasing oxygen pressure 2atm. 

Also, we can change the working characteristic simply by changing the working pressure of the stack. If we need the 

stack supplying a higher power, expediently, it seems that raising the oxygen pressure can be a good choice, which can 

be realised by increase the blower frequency etc. But, we must notice that the simulation parameters are ranged from 

0.001 atm up to 20 atm. By 20 atm, it means you may need a more powerful blower to get 2 Mpa pressure, and that will 

cost more power . The pressure difference between oxygen and hydrogen must be on a reasonable  range. Otherwise the 

membrane will effected . Fuzzy logic controller and more new controllers can be used to improve efficiency. The paper 

presented to this point clearly demonstrated the ability to implement a simple and cost effective control strategy on a 

medium power fuel cell  inverter system. However the system is far from perfect. The chosen topology is not 

necessarily the be stone and the power stress design albeit sufficient, was not optimized completely. 
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